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Abstract
Icosahedral viral capsids assemble with high fidelity from a large number of identical buildings blocks. The
mechanisms that enable individual capsid proteins to form stable oligomeric units (capsomers) while
affording structural adaptability required for further assembly into capsids are mostly unknown. Under-
standing these mechanisms requires knowledge of the capsomers’ dynamics, especially for viruses where
no additional helper proteins are needed during capsid assembly like for the Mavirus virophage that
despite its complexity (triangulation number T = 27) can assemble from its major capsid protein (MCP)
alone. This protein forms the basic building block of the capsid namely a trimer (MCP3) of double-jelly roll
protomers with highly intertwined N-terminal arms of each protomer wrapping around the other two at the
base of the capsomer, secured by a clasp that is formed by part of the C-terminus. Probing the dynamics
of the capsomer with HDX mass spectrometry we observed differences in conformational flexibility
between functional elements of the MCP trimer. While the N-terminal arm and clasp regions show above
average deuterium incorporation, the two jelly-roll units in each protomer also differ in their structural plas-
ticity, which might be needed for efficient assembly. Assessing the role of the N-terminal arm in maintain-
ing capsomer stability showed that its detachment is required for capsomer dissociation, constituting a
barrier towards capsomer monomerisation. Surprisingly, capsomer dissociation was irreversible since it
was followed by a global structural rearrangement of the protomers as indicated by computational studies
showing a rearrangement of the N-terminus blocking part of the capsomer forming interface.
 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://crea-
tivecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Introduction
Viral capsids with their ability to self-assemble
reliably and with high fidelity are fascinating
biological entities. In the case of icosahedral
capsids, their faces and vertices are occupied by
protein units in hexa-coordinate (hexons) and
penta-coordinate (pentons) geometriesr(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd.This is an open acrespectively.1,2 Despite their common architecture
and organizational principles, their respective
assembly paths differ.3–5 The reaction path in each
case presumably represents a thermodynamic
compromise between enabling reliable assembly
without too many kinetic traps and sufficient capsid
stability to withstand the environment long enough
to allow entry into a new host.6–8 To meet thiscess article under theCCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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measure proteins to guide and facilitate their
assembly, while others use DNA, RNA, or lipids
as scaffolds.9–14 For viruses that do not employ
additional proteins, the information for correct
assemblymust be contained in the hexons and pen-
tons or their constituents. Knowledge of the ener-
getics and dynamics of hexons and pentons is
therefore crucial for insight into viral capsid assem-
bly and could, in turn, be used to manipulate cap-
sids and their assembly to develop tailor-made
nanocontainers or, by identifying hotspots, to influ-
ence the viral life cycle for potential therapeutic
purposes.15,16
The capsid of the marine Mavirus virophage is an
ideal test system. Despite its size and complexity
with a triangulation number of T = 27, its capsid
assembly does not depend on any additional co-
factors. The hexons alone are capable of forming
stable capsid-like structures without pentons being
present,17 which makes their internal dynamics par-
ticularly important. The crystal structure of themajor
capsid protein (MCP) revealed a trimeric hexon
(capsomer) consisting of three double jelly roll
(DJR) proteins (protomers).17 An interesting feature
of the capsomer are the N-terminal tails forming
extended strands. These strands wrap around their
neighboring DJRs in the capsomer and interact with
parts of the neighboring subunit’s C-terminal
domain (Figure 1). The whole arrangement is sug-
gestive of a brace holding together the capsomer
supported by clasps formed by parts of the C-
terminal domain.17 A similar feature has been
described in other members of the adenoviral fam-
ily, e.g., adenovirus type 218 or PRD1,19 and it hasFigure 1. Structures and interactions at the basal interp
structure (PDB 6G45). MCP protomers are colored individua
chain C brown). (A, B) The MCP capsomer is illustrated with
terminal arms (residues 2 to 36 and 489 to 504, respectivel
resolved residues in the crystal structure in (A) and interact
part of the N-terminal arm and in close proximity to W269 (p
2
been suggested as a general way to stabilize DJR
capsomers.20 However, no further biophysical
backup for this proposed mechanism exists beyond
this structural evidence.
Here, we address the crucial question about the
interplay of structural dynamics and stability of the
major capsid protein from mavirus by identifying
flexible regions with H/D exchange coupled to
mass spectrometry (HDX-MS) in conjunction with
kinetic approaches and in silico simulations. We
suggest that the Mavirus MCP capsomer (MCP3)
is stabilized in an assembly-competent
conformation by a brace formed by entanglement
of N-terminal residues that determines capsomer
stability, but simultaneously allow for relatively
high dynamics of the capsomers structure, a
feature that is increasingly recognized to be
crucial for successful capsid assembly.21 These
findings extend our understanding of the main build-
ing blocks not only of virophages but also of other
related viruses. Similar N-terminal interactions are
observed in other viral hexon structures, and our
findings help in understanding viral stability and
assembly in general.Results
Dynamics of capsomer structure - high
structural plasticity of the double jelly rolls
Using HDX coupled to mass spectrometry, we
sought to detect accessible and mobile elements
of MCP3 to identify regions potentially relevant for
capsomer stability and capsid assembly. H/D
exchange rates in amide bonds were mapped forrotomer beta sheet of Mavirus MCP3. Illustrated MCP3
lly throughout the image (chain A orange, chain B blue,
the double jelly roll (DJR) core as ribbon and N- and C-
y) as cartoon. Spheres illustrate the N- and C-terminally
ing tryptophan residues (W19 and W269) in (B). W19 is
ositioned in DJR strand 1) from a neighboring protomer.
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conformational dynamics were observed for
residues 1–36 and 495–505, comprising the
N-terminal arm and the clasp-forming C-terminal
part, respectively (Figures 1 and 2). Additionally,
the C-terminal residues 505 – 606, not resolved
in the crystal structure, exhibited very highFigure 2. Overview of the HDX-MS analysis of full-length
up to six different colors that, from bottom up, represent the d
with individual colors corresponding to the relative deuterium
amide positions per peptide (see legend). Based on the ful
approx. 40 % is estimated and, considering that the first two
adjusted to represent the accessible deuterium uptake ran
structure stability of individual peptides with red and blue in
confirmed peptides are marked with diamonds. Terminal a
peptide in the previous or following line. Secondary struct
structure (PDB 6G45, chain A). Numbering corresponds to
deuteration plots can be found in Figure S6.
3
exchange rates, suggesting that they are indeed
unstructured as indicated from the missing density
(Figure 2).17
As far as the jelly roll structures of the capsomer
are concerned, the first DJR (DJR1) featured
rather slow deuterium incorporation kinetics
whereas the second DJR (DJR2, residues 300–MCP. Individual peptides are represented as boxes with
euteration times of 15 s, 45 s, 3 min, 15 min, 1 h, and 4 h
uptake normalized to the total number of exchangeable
ly exchanging C-terminal peptides, a back-exchange of
amide positions back-exchange quickly, the scale was
ge. The heat map consequently shows the secondary
dicating lowest and highest stability, respectively. MS2
rrows at the end of a box indicate continuation of the
ure elements derive from DSSP analysis of the crystal
the wt MCP (Uniprot A0A1L4BK98). Individual peptide
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conformational dynamics comparable to the N-
terminal arm, especially in the CHEF beta sheet of
DJR2 (Figures 2, 3 and S6). This is reminiscent of
the observed plasticity in the CHEF beta sheet of
DJR2 in the structure of the native Sputnik
virophage. Here it was noted that the MCP
structure has greater variability with displacements
of the Ca atoms as much as 3.5 A in specific
regions of the second jelly roll that make contacts
with neighboring capsomers.22 The locations of
these highly dynamic elements in the Mavirus Cap-
somer structure are indicated in Figure 3 which
shows a heat map projection of the HDX exchange
rates onto the structure. The majority of “hot”
regions of the two jelly rolls lie on the outside sur-
face that is involved in inter capsomer interactions
in the capsid assembly, but also involves central
parts of the DJRs. The correlation in dynamics of
parts of the jelly roll structures within each protomerFigure 3. HDX-MS data at 240 min projected onto MCP3 s
context of the capsid structure of Sputnik virophage.22 Sp
capsomer is shown as ribbon structure colored according
scaling indicating increasing deuterium incorporation. The 3
two jelly-roll structures of protomer B are labelelled 1 and 2. T
capsid showing interface forming regions and dynamics of th
to the HDX heat map. Additionally, the N-terminal arm of pr
HDX data as are the two clasp regions of protomers B and C
4
of the capsomer and that of the N-terminal part
raises the question about the particular role of this
structural element.N-terminal arm detachment preceded
unfolding
The crystal structure of the MCP capsomer
(MCP3) from Mavirus
17 is symmetric with inter-
twined N- and C-termini forming three interprotomer
beta sheets at the capsomer’s base. Each N-
terminus (residues 1 to 36) spans both neighboring
protomers, while the C-terminal residues 489 to 504
form a clasp around the N-termini from both neigh-
boring protomers (Figure 1(A)). A tryptophan (Trp)
residue in each N-terminus is located close to a sec-
ond tryptophan residue in the adjacent protomer
and part of the core structure (Figure 1(B)).
To probe capsomer stability, we recorded
fluorescence emission spectra of MCP3 in thetructure as heat map. A: Mavirus MCP3 structure
17 in the
utnik Capsomers are colored light grey and a Mavirus
to HDX exchange data at 240 min with blue-white-red
protomers of the trimer are labelled A,B and C. The the
he view is from inside the capsid. B: View from inside of
e two jelly-roll structures of protomer B colored according
otomer A is displayed as tube and colored according to
. The N-termini of all three units are labelled with Asn2.
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guanidinium chloride (GdmCl). Upon excitation of
Trp residues at 297 nm, fluorescence emission
spectra showed a nearly 3-fold increase and
slight red shift in fluorescence intensity as the
GdmCl concentration was raised to 1.0 M, and a
decrease and further red shift on increasing
further to 3.0 M GdmCl (Figure 4(A)). These data
indicate two distinct transitions: a steep
fluorescence increase in the range of 0.5 M to
1.0 M GdmCl, a plateau phase up to 1.5 M, and a
decrease to 3.0 M GdmCl (Figure 4(B)). The
second of these transitions originates from global
protein unfolding, which leads to exposure of
aromatic residues to a hydrophilic environment
and causes a decrease in fluorescence intensity
accompanied by a red shift. Still, even at 3.0 M
GdmCl, the fluorescence intensity was higher
than at 0.0 M, perhaps due to a substantial
quenching of Trp residues in the native state.Figure 4. Capsomer structure and stability. CD and
concentration [GdmCl] and GdmCl titration curves at fixed
(blue), and 3 M GdmCl (red) of 2.5 mM MCP measured w
Chemical denaturation followed at fixed wavelength: (B) fluo
excitation) and (D) CD at 217 nm. The red lines in (B) and (D
5
This initial de-quenching of Trp up to 1.0 M
GdmCl is unusual for global protein unfolding and
could reflect a different underlying process. Each
MCP protomer contains only two Trp residues: at
position 19 in the N-terminal arm and at position
269 in the core of its first double jelly roll (DJR1).
W269 is spatially close (6 to 7 A) to W19 of a
neighboring protomer (Figure 1(B)). Close
proximity of Trp to other aromatic residues is a
source of unusual fluorescence behavior.23,24 If this
is the case for the Trp-Trp interaction here, it can be
used to track the movement of the N-terminal arm
relative to the capsomer core.
To validate the aromatic interaction betweenW19
and W269 as the cause of fluorescence de-
quenching observed during the first transition, we
introduced either of the point mutations W19I and
W269I. Upon addition of GdmCl, the first transition
phase observed for wildtype (wt) MCP3 was lost in
the Trp fluorescence signal for both MCP3 W19Ifluorescence spectra of MCP3 at increasing GdmCl
wavelengths. Equilibrium spectra at 0 M (black), 1 M
ith (A) fluorescence (297 nm excitation) and (C) CD.
rescence at 340 nm for tryptophan fluorescence (297 nm
) correspond to three-state fits to the experimental data.
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decreasing Trp fluorescence, was observed
(Figure S1(B)). With increasing GdmCl
concentration, fluorescence spectra of both MCP3
W19I and MCP3 W269I showed a red shift and a
decrease in the emission peak reminiscent of
protein unfolding (Figure S1(A)), comparable to
the second transition for wt. Furthermore, near-UV
circular dichroism (CD) measurements revealed a
signal around 270 nm for wt MCP3 indicating
aromatic side chain interactions, which was
absent for MCP3 W19I and MCP3 W269I
(Figure S1(D)). For wt MCP3, this signal
disappeared at 1.0 M GdmCl (Figure S1(D)),
coinciding with the first unfolding transition in the
fluorescence data (Figure 4(B)). Thus, the de-
quenching observed during the first fluorescence
transition upon addition of GdmCl was caused by
Trp-Trp quenching between the N-terminal arm
and the DJR core. It serves as an intrinsic reporter
for structural changes affecting the relative
locations of the N-terminal arms relative to the
capsomer core.
Next, we probed the global structural integrity of
MCP3 using CD spectroscopy. The spectra of
native MCP3 displayed a shape consistent with
the beta-strand rich DJR structure of the
capsomer. Upon addition of GdmCl from 0.0 M to
1.0 M, we found an unexpected increase in CD
intensity accompanied by a shift in the maximum
wavelength, pointing to a structural rearrangement
of the protein. Spectra at high GdmCl
concentration exhibited a decrease in the CD
signal and a further change in line with an
unfolded random coil (Figure 4(C)). A denaturation
curve measured at 217 nm displayed two
transitions with inflection points comparable to
those observed using fluorescence (Figure 4(D)).
Far-UV CD spectra of the Trp-mutant proteins
showed the same features as the wt, i.e., an
increase in CD intensity from 0.0 M to 1.0 M
GdmCl followed by a decrease towards 3.0 M
GdmCl (Figure S1(C)). This indicates that the
mutations do not affect the overall fold and
unfolding mechanism of MCP3.
Combining the results from fluorescence de-
quenching and CD spectroscopy, we conclude
that MCP3 exhibits a three-state unfolding
mechanism, with the second transition resulting
from global protein unfolding. The first transition
probably reports on a conformational change
which we assign to the separation of the two Trp
residues in neighboring subunits as a
consequence of the N-terminal arm moving away
from the capsomer core.Influence of intertwined N-termini and C-
terminal clasp on capsomer dissociation
To assess whether the intertwined termini at the
capsomer base stabilize the trimer, we6
investigated how GdmCl affects the capsomer’s
oligomeric state. From earlier experiments,
purification following MCP expression in E. coli
yield partly MCP3 trimer and partly assembled
capsid but not as the MCP monomer.17 To permit
FRET within MCP3, a cysteine mutant (MCP
D277C) was double-labeled with a mixture of Atto
donor and acceptor dyes (Atto488 and Atto594,
the location of D277 is indicated in Figure S2(A)).
As expected, the emission spectrum of this mole-
cule excited at the donor wavelength of 488 nm
showed an additional FRET peak at the acceptor
emission, thus confirming successful double-
labeling. Addition of 1.0 M GdmCl resulted in a
decrease in FRET as reflected in increasing donor
and decreasing acceptor intensities (Figure S2
(B)). Strikingly, the FRET signal obtained as a func-
tion of GdmCl concentration revealed a single tran-
sition matching the first unfolding transition
observed in CD and fluorescence spectroscopy
(Figure S2(C)). This suggests that MCP3 monomer-
izes upon detachment of the termini from the cap-
somer base. Time-resolved FRET measurements
of donor/acceptor labeled MCP D277C showed a
faster decrease of the FRET signal with increasing
GdmCl concentration (Figure 5(A)). The resulting
kinetic traces could be fitted with single exponen-
tials. A replot of the derived rate constants revealed
an initial increase up to 1.0 M GdmCl, after which
the rate constants started to level off (Figure 5
(C)). The theoretical rate constant of disassembly
under non-denaturing conditions was derived from
linear extrapolation between 0.5 and 1.0 M GdmCl
and was about 510-7 s1, revealing the trimeric
capsomers to be highly stable when the basal struc-
ture of N- and C-termini is intact.
To elucidate the sequence of events during
capsomer disassembly as monitored by
disappearance of fluorescence energy transfer
FRET and separation of N-terminal arms from the
core as shown by Trp fluorescence, we conducted
stopped-flow measurements. Trp fluorescence
displayed a fast phase accounting for the bulk of
the amplitude, a minor second phase with a
fluorescence increase up to 1.0 M GdmCl, and
two clear phases at higher GdmCl concentrations
(Figure 5(B)). Replotting the rate constants
derived from exponential fits showed two well-
separated processes. The first phase, associated
with the intensity increase, stayed constant between
0.5 M and 1.0 M GdmCl (Figure 5(C), black dots)
before increasing with GdmCl concentration. The
second phase (Figure 5(C), black squares) started
at 0.5 M and became more pronounced at higher
concentrations. Rate constants at concentrations
lower than 1.2 M were very hard to determine due to
the low signal amplitude. Conversely, both W19I
and W269I only exhibited a single phase at 297 nm
excitation, coinciding with the slow phase of the wt
protein (Figures S3(A) and (B)). Thus, the slow
Figure 5. FRET, stopped-flow single and double-jump kinetic measurements for MCP3. (A) Typical FRET kinetic
traces upon a jump to 0.75, 0.85, and 0.95 M GdmCl from pure buffer (red, blue, and black circles). The FRET signal
is indicated by the ratio of emission at 520 nm (donor) to 630 nm (acceptor). (B) Unfolding traces upon tryptophan
excitation at 297 nm induced by jumps from 0 M GdmCl to 0.8, 1.0, and 1.6 M GdmCl, respectively (black, red and
blue). Total fluorescence intensity was recorded with a 320 nm long pass filter. (C) Replot of rate constants derived
from double-exponential fits to kinetic traces as shown in 5B (black circles: fast phase, black squares: slow phase).
Rate constants from mono-exponential fits to FRET kinetics (open circles). Error bars were calculated from 2 to 4
repetitions at each [GdmCl]. (D) Kinetic traces for the second (backward) jump from 1 M to 0.45 M (back jump) after
different delay times following an initial jump from 0.45 M GdmCl to 1 M GdmCl (forward jump). The fluorescence
(297 nm excitation using a 320 nm long pass filter) was recorded after the second jump. Final protein concentration of
MCP was 1 mM. (E) Plot of MCP3 N-terminal arm irreversibility at varying [GdmCl]. For backward jumps to 0.45 M
GdmCl from various [GdmCl], the final fluorescence value after 5 sec was recorded and plotted as a function of delay
time. The solid lines represent mono-exponential fits to the resulting traces. Blue circles: 0.45 M to 0.95 M to 0.45 M;
red squares: 0.45/1.0/0.45; green triangles: 0.45/1.05/0.45; black diamond: 0.45/1.1/0.45 (F) Replot of the rate
constants obtained from (E) for MCP3 N-terminal irreversibility as a function of [GdmCl]. The broken line is a linear fit
to the data points and results in an extrapolated rate constant of 9  10-7 s1 at 0 M GdmCl (ln = -13.9). The averages
and error bars result from 2 to 3 repetitions. Red circles: rate constants derived from double-jump experiments; blue
squares: rate constants derived from FRET experiments; solid black line: linear fit to the FRET dissociation data for
comparison from (C).
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cores.
Regarding the reversibility of Trp de-quenching
and capsomer dissociation, we found that
refolding was only partially successful after
chemical denaturation (Figure S4). Specifically,
only the second unfolding transition (global
unfolding) could be reversed on a minute
timescale. To probe on a faster timescale whether
recovery of the first unfolding transition is
possible, we used double-jump kinetics measuring
Trp fluorescence. The first jump was from 0.45 M7
GdmCl (on the brink of the first unfolding
transition) to a higher concentration as indicated in
Figure 5(D). This allowed the fast Trp de-
quenching reaction to proceed for a defined delay
time t1 (0.1 to 120 s), after which a second mixing
reversed the GdmCl concentration to 0.45 M. An
increase in t1 decreased recovery of the initial
fluorescence signal after the second jump, i.e. it
was increasingly difficult to reverse the de-
quenching and thus the separation of the N-
terminal arm from the DJR core (Figure 5(D)).
Final fluorescence values after the double jump
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the progressive irreversibility of the N-terminal
separation and were fitted with a mono-
exponential equation (Figure 5(E)). Repeated
measurements with different intermediate GdmCl
concentrations during the first mixing step showed
that the time required to produce a reassembly-
incompetent form was shorter at higher values
(Figure 5(F)). Additionally, the rate constants
derived from these traces increased linearly with
denaturant concentration (Figure 5(F)). While the
de-quenching caused by Trp separation could be
reversed on a fast timescale, capsomer
disassembly as observed by FRET was not
reversible. Furthermore, the rate constants for the
irreversible movement of the N-terminal arm as
observed via the Trp-based signal and those for
monomerization from FRET experiments were
very similar (Figure 5(F)). Thus, we find that the
inability to restore the N-terminal arm to its initial
position is due to irreversible dissociation of the
trimeric capsomers. The denaturation of individual
protomers could be reversed to a certain extent.
We therefore conclude that the intricate
entanglement of the N-terminal arms and C-
terminal clasps across the capsomer base has to
be broken before capsomer dissociation can occur.
Due to the irreversible and fast dissociation step
especially at higher GdmCl concentation it was
not possible to extraxt reliable thermodynamic
parameters from equilbirum chemical denaturation
measurements for the 1st transition. Therefore we
conducted double-jump unfolding-refolding
experiments starting with MCP3 at 0.4 M GdmCl,
jumping to 1 M GdmCl for full arm detachment in
the first mixing step t1 and a second jump to return
to a lower, final GdmCl concentration with online
recording of kinetic traces as a function of t2
(Figure S7(A)). The combination of unfolding rate
constants (Figure 5(C)) and refolding rate
constants allowed us to derive a chevron plot from
which we estimated unfolding and refolding rate
constants in buffer. Assuming a two-state reaction
we could derive equilibrium and rate constants for
N-terminal arm opening (Figure S7(B)).
Blockage of the protomer interface by the N-
terminus prevents trimer re-association
To test our experimentally derived working model
and uncover further structural dependencies and
events, we investigated the role of the N-terminal
arms in the capsomer structure in silico using
coarse-grained structure-based models (SBMs).
Based on energy landscape theory25,26 and the
principle of minimal frustration, SBMs probe dynam-
ics arising from the system’s native geometry. Such
models are widely applied in protein folding stud-
ies27,28 and can also be used to interpret experi-
mental results more precisely.29,30 Capsomer
simulations indicate a high relative N-terminal
mobility (Figure 6(A) and (B)) and suggest a distinct8
three-state dissociation mechanism (Figure 6(D)).
Starting from the homotrimeric capsomer clamped
by three structure-spanning terminal clasps, the
N-terminal arms disentangle first while the cap-
somer core remains relatively stable. Subsequently,
the complex separates into three structurally intact
monomers before the individual subunits finally
unfold completely. Originating from an intact cap-
somer structure with detached N-termini (Figure 6
(E), grey), the arms could be folded back onto the
main structure by gradually cooling the system (Fig-
ure 6(C)). However, starting from the fully dissoci-
ated capsomer, i.e., three separate but spatially
close monomers (Figure 6(E), black), the system
did not converge to the crystal structure when
applying the same simulated annealing protocol.
To further investigate why the monomeric
subunits cannot reversely reassemble into the
native capsomer, we performed explicit-solvent
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Simulations
started from monomeric MCP with elongated N-
termini as extracted from the capsomer crystal
structure (Figure S5(F), red). The initially free N-
terminus was observed to condense and finally
attach to the main structure’s DJR core (Figure S5
(A) and (F), blue), overlapping with the
interprotomer interface and thus interfering with
reassembly (Figure S5(D)). After the initial
collapse of the N-termini, the structure persistently
stayed close to the compacted state (Figure S5(A)
and (C)). We used the DSSP (Define Secondary
Structure of Proteins) algorithm for estimating
hydrogen bonds and assigning secondary
structure to the amino acids of the MCP. The
analysis predicted that the residues in the N-
terminal arm with defined secondary structure
leveled at maximum and average fractions of 47.2
% and approximately 20 %, respectively
(Figure S5(B) and (E)).Discussion
Since the Mavirus capsomers expressed in
E. coli, suffice for assembly of the capsid, the
assembly does not require specific co-factors
provided by the native host, the giant virus or
Mavirus itself.17 The assembly process is thus
entirely encoded in the capsomer properties. Both
C- and N-terminal parts are crucial entities, as has
been shown for assembly of other virus capsids
as well. For phage P22, interactions of the cap-
somers’ N-termini with adjacent capsomers are
essential for capsid assembly.31 Likewise, in the
case of murine polyomavirus, the C-termini form
contacts with neighboring capsomers to facilitate
capsid assembly.32 The bacteriophage T4 is similar
to Mavirus in that the N-terminus is important for
monomer-to-hexamer association of the MCP,
although it is cleaved off in this process.33 For
Mavirus itself, the C-termini in MCP3 have been
shown to be important in supporting capsid assem-
Figure 6. Capsomer structure-based-model (SBM) simulation results. (A) Average root-mean-square fluctuations
of atomic positions per residue reveal a relatively high mobility of the N-terminus of MCP. The background is shaded
according to the color code of individual monomeric subunits in the structure figure below with N-terminal regions
depicted slightly darker. (B) Ca distance of clasp-forming residues as a function of simulated time. The Ca atoms of
residues VAL9 and PRO1505 were considered. In the native clasp, these and neighboring residues provide the
interaction between the N- and C-terminus of chain A and C, respectively. The calculated temporal development
indicates repeated loosening and tightening of the clasp, i.e., opening and closing of the N-terminal arm. The
simulation used a reduced GROMACS temperature of 90. (C) Time-dependent Ca RMSD with respect to the crystal
structure. The simulations initiated from an intact capsomer structure with loose N-terminal arms (grey) and a fully
dissociated state of three separate monomers (black) as displayed in (E) below. As evidenced by the minimizing grey
curve, the loose arms could easily be folded back onto the structurally intact trunk. However, originating from separate
monomers, the system did not re-converge to the crystal structure as indicated by the diverging black curve. (D)
Representative cartoon structures illustrating a model of the MCP3 dissociation mechanism with N-terminal arms
depicted as spheres. Starting from the crystal structure, the N-terminal arms first detach from the stable core. This
complex subsequently separates into three structurally intact monomers, before the individual subunits unfold. This
simulation used a reduced GROMACS temperature of 106.
A. Christiansen, M. Weiel, A. Winkler, et al. Journal of Molecular Biology 433 (2021) 166859bly,17 whereas the N-termini have not been reported
to be directly involved in the assembly process.
Figure 7 summarizes our current view of the
inherent dynamics of the MCP capsomer of
Mavirus in a schematic model: In its trimeric form,
the capsomer is stabilized by about 35 kJ/mol via
intertwined N-terminal arms and C-terminal
clasps. These two elements, but also parts of the
two jelly roll core structures show regions of high
dynamics as indicated by heat map coloring.
Displacement of the N-terminal arms, as9
measured by Trp fluorescence de-quenching,
allows the capsomer subunits to dissociate. As
long as the trimer is intact, the N-terminal arms
can revert to their initial state, enabling the clasps
to close again (Figure 7 left). However, after
dissociation of the protomeric units, reassembly to
a trimer becomes impossible (Figure 7 middle).
Computational studies suggest that this puzzling
behavior results from the re-attachment of the
detached N-terminus to the DJR core upon
refolding, blocking the trimerization interface, and
Figure 7. Model of Mavirus capsomer dynamics. Left: In the initial state, the monomers are associated to a trimer
with the N-terminal arms forming a brace with neighboring protomers to stabilize the trimer. First reaction: Under
denaturing conditions, the N-terminal arms are released while the trimer is still intact. Second reaction: Without the
brace the protomers can dissociate in an irreversible step. Third reaction: The single monomers can reversibly fold
and unfold, but are not capable of reforming a trimer on their own. Jelly roll 2 in each DJR shows a higher mobility
compared to jelly roll 1 within the capsomer as indicated by the heat map. The rate constant for capsomer dissociation
(kD(H2O)) was determined from linear extrapolation of the FRET dissociation kinetics (Figure 5C). The rate constants
for N-terminal arm detachment (kF(H2O) and kU(H2O)) were derived from a chevron plot (Figure S7B) and the rate
constants for protomer unfolding (kU
2
(H2O)) from linear extrapolation to 0 M GdmCl of the rate constants for the slower
phase for unfolding (Figures 5C and S7B). The equilibrium constant for protomer folding (KF) was calculated from
chemical denaturation data for the second transition for CD and fluorescence (Figure 4B,D).
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according to our CD spectroscopy data, the
monomer’s global structure changes as well,
possibly also preventing re-association to a trimer
and thus capsid assembly.
From a mechanistic perspective, the Mavirus
capsomer stabilization shows some resemblance
to domain swapping.34,35 The closed monomeric
state as observed in the MD simulation would have
the exchanging N-terminal arm closely attached to
the DJR core. It however remains unclear whether
the approximately 36 N-terminal residues constitute
a separate domain or folding unit. Neither in the
crystal structure17 nor in all-atom MD simulations
did more than 20% of the N-terminal residues adopt
a discernible secondary structure. The question is
why such an intricate interaction is necessary; after
all, the domain exchange is associated with at least
one energy barrier for a partial unfolding event.36
Potential advantages of an oligomer with high inter-
nal symmetry, i.e., the lower chance of aggregation
and higher stability, could also be realized without
the sophisticated bracemechanism.37 Mavirus itself
provides a case in point with its minor capsid protein
that forms a pentamer from five single jelly roll pro-
tomers but does not possess a brace or entangle-
ment between the subunits. Nevertheless, it is
found to be substantially more stable, at least
against thermal denaturation.17 In the light of our
results, the penton apparently can afford to bemore
rigid as it plays a less prominent role in capsid
assembly than the hexon.
In structural studies on other DJR-containing
viruses such as PRD1,19 Faustovirus,20 or Aden-
ovirus,38 N-terminal interactions in capsomers were
alsoobservedandconsidered relevant for capsomer10stability. Such interactions have been proposed as a
general mechanism for stabilization of DJR cap-
somers.20Mavirus capsomers are considerably less
stable thanPRD1,which isverystableagainstdenat-
uration,39 suggesting that stabilization of the trimeric
capsomer might not be the sole reason for its inter-
twinedbasalstructure.Especially thechangeinover-
allstructureuponcapsomerdissociationasobserved
by CD spectroscopy points to different monomeric
and oligomeric protomer structures. Calculations on
the isolatedprotomer consistentlypredictedanalter-
native conformation specifically involving the
released N-terminal arm that is not able to re-
associate to trimers and thusmost probably also not
to capsids. As can be seen in, e.g., HK9740 or
PRD1,41capsidassemblyoften requires thathexons
andpentonsundergoconformationalchanges.Acer-
tain flexibility of the protein structure would be a pre-
requisite for this, which cannot be achieved with too
rigid hexons.Wesuggest that theMavirus capsomer
balances theneed forapre-organized trimerwith the
necessity of switchable interface structures for effi-
cient capsid assembly. For this purpose, it uses its
specificbracemechanismtoprevent thetrimericsys-
tem from falling apart. This hypothesis is supported
by HDX-MS data, showing that parts of the jelly roll
units (especially in DJR2) of each protomer display
higher conformational dynamics, comparable to that
of theN-terminus.This couldbeaconservedmecha-
nism in virophages. The second jelly-roll (DJR2) of
the Sputnik virophage, for example, also is strongly
involved in intercapsomer interactions and thus cap-
sid formation, and shows high structural plasticity as
well, while the intertwined arrangement of N- and C-
termini at the capsomer’s base is very similar to that
inMavirus.22
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the brace and clasp mechanism of Mavirus is
probably not only stabilization of the capsomer, as
has been assumed from structural studies of
related viruses. By preserving capsomer flexibility,
this mechanism additionally allows for structural
malleability of the capsomer required for capsid
assembly as indicated by HDX-MS studies.21
These findings extend our understanding of the
assembly of not only Mavirus and the closely
related Sputnik virophage but could potentially be
extended to related viruses that share morpholo-
gies, such as poxo- or the large family of aden-
oviruses.42 It further highlights the importance of
studies on capsomer dynamics in addition to struc-
tural studies. Accordingly, a promising approach to
hindering assembly and thus eventually virus prop-
agation might be to rigidify capsomers, e.g. by bind-
ing or attaching specific ligands to decrease
capsomer dynamics.Material & methods
Material and buffer
The buffer used in these studies was a mixture of
20mMNa-acetate, 20 mMHepes, and 20mMMES
with addition of 150 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA
(universal buffer UB). The advantage of this multi-
component buffer system is its good buffering
capacity over a wide pH range (3–9).43 All experi-
ments were performed at pH 5 if not stated
otherwise.Protein purification
Protein purification for full-length MCP, MCP-
D277C, MCP-W19L, and MCP-W269L was
performed as reported earlier.17 In brief, the gene
of interest (cloned in a pETM-11) was expressed
in E. coli BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIL. After IPTG
induction and harvesting, the cells were sonicated
and applied to a Ni-column. The eluted protein
was cleaved with TEV and applied to a second Ni-
column. The flow through was dialyzed against
low salt buffer (20 mM NaCl) and applied to a
Resource S ion exchange column. The fractions
containing MCP were collected and applied to a
Superdex 200 16/60 (GE Healthcare, Little Chal-
font, UK) size-exclusion column equilibrated with
UB. The eluted fractions were analyzed for purity
and size by SDS PAGE. Fractions containing
MCP were pooled, concentrated by 50 kDa cut-off
centrifugal filters (Amicron Ultra, Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany), flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and
stored at 80 C. Protein concentration was deter-
mined using absorbance at 280 nm (e280
43780 mol1 cm1 for wild-type and MCP-277C,
and 38280mol1 cm1 for W19L andW269L). Con-
centrations stated in the text refer to monomer
concentration.11CD spectroscopy
All CD spectra were collected on a JASCO J-810
spectropolarimeter (JASCO Germany GmbH) with
a Peltier temperature-controlled cell holder (20 C)
using quartz cuvettes. Parameters used were a
scanning speed of 20 nm/min, 2 sec integration
time, and 1 nm bandwidth. The final spectra are
an average of eight to twelve consecutive scans.
Path length and final concentration depended on
the spectral region of interest, 1 mm and 2.5 mM
for far-UV and 1 cm and 1 mM for near-UV CD
spectra. Chemical denaturation curves were
recorded by mixing protein with GdmCl and
subsequent equilibration for 30 min at room
temperature before recording complete spectra.Fluorescence spectroscopy
Intrinsic protein fluorescence spectra and FRET
equilibrium measurements were recorded on a
JASCO FP-8500 fluorescence spectrometer
(JASCO Germany GmbH) with a Peltier-controlled
cuvette holder (20 C). Single spectra for intrinsic
protein fluorescence were collected by 297 nm
excitation with a final protein concentration of
2.5 mM. Measurements of FRET kinetics with Atto
dyes and chemical denaturation were performed
on a Fluorolog 3 (Horiba Scientific) with a Peltier-
controlled cuvette holder (20 C) and T-setup. An
automatic titrator (Hamilton) was used for
denaturation. Aliquots of 25 ml 6 M GdmCl (the
exact concentration was determined with a
refractometer) were added to an initial protein
solution (1 mM, 800 ml). After equilibration (90–180
sec), a spectrum was recorded prior to addition of
the next aliquot. The final spectra were corrected
for chromophore dilution.
For FRET measurements, MCP D277C was
labeled with Atto 488 dye as donor and Atto 594
dye as acceptor (Atto-Tec, Germany). In the
capsomer, the Ca distance between the two
introduced cysteine residues is approximately
4.0 nm and well within the chosen dye pair’s
Förster radius R0 = 5.6 nm. Spectra for the dye-
labeled protein were collected by exciting at either
488 nm (donor) or 594 nm (acceptor). For kinetic
measurements (excitation 488 nm), MCP-277C
was rapidly mixed with GdmCl and kinetic traces
were recorded with two detectors at fixed
wavelengths (520 nm and 630 nm, 0.1 sec
integration time, 1 sec intervals). The FRET signal
was calculated as the ratio of 520 nm to 630 nm
signals and the resulting trace fitted with a mono-
exponential curve. Final protein concentration was
between 10 nM and 650 nM from different protein
preparations with no effect of concentration on the
observed kinetic rate constants. For equilibrium
denaturation FRET spectra donor excitation at
488 nm was used with 45 nM final MCP
concentration.
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All kinetic experiments were recorded on a
BioLogic SFM-400 stopped-flow instrument in
double or single mixing configuration (BioLogic
Science Instruments, Claix, France) at 20 C. The
excitation wavelength was either 297 nm or
280 nm (2 mm slits). The fluorescence was
recorded using two detectors simultaneously, one
equipped with a 320 nm long pass (320FG03- 25,
LOT Oriel Group), the other with a 310 nm band
pass filter (10BPF10-310 Newport). The final
protein concentration in the measurement cell
after mixing was 1 mM.
For double-jump kinetics in direction of folding,
the protein was incubated in 0.45 M GdmCl and
during the first jump mixed with GdmCl and buffer
to reach the desired higher GdmCl concentration.
After a variable delay time (t1), the protein was
mixed with buffer to dilute GdmCl back to 0.45 M
with subsequent recording of the kinetic trace (t2).
The mixing scheme was chosen to finally yield
1 mM protein in the measurement cell after the
second mixing at all conditions.
For measurement of the dependence of the
refolding rate of the first transition as function of
GdmCl concentration the protein was incubated at
0.4 M GdmCl and during the first jump mixed with
GdmCl to reach 1 M GdmCl. After an delay time
of 1 second the GuHCl was diluted with buffer to
the desired final GdmCl concentration and kinetic
traces with a final protein concentration of 1 mM
were recorded.
The acquired kinetic traces from single or double
jumps were fitted with mono- or double-exponential
equations to extract kinetic parameters using Origin
10.0 (OriginLab Corporation, USA) or Grafit 7
(Erithacus Software, UK).Computational simulations
Starting from the capsomer crystal structure
(6 g45.pdb), all-atom SBMs were set up with
eSBMTools.44,45 Native contacts were defined
using the Shadow algorithm46 and intra- and inter-
molecular contacts were weighted according to a
2:1 ratio. Simulations were performed with the MD
package GROMACS47 at different temperatures T
in the range of 40 to 140 reduced GROMACS units
(GU). Results are shown for T = 90 GU and T = 106
GU, for comparison, proteins are usually found to
fold around T = 100 to 120 GU in SBMs. A leap-
frog stochastic dynamics integrator was used with
Verlet neighbor searching and periodic boundary
conditions. Suitable partially unfolded and dissoci-
ated starting structures were manually extracted
from the trajectories. Respective SBM simulations
of these systems were set up and run analogously.
The simulations additionally used a simulated-
annealing protocol. Starting from T = 90 GU, the
temperature was linearly decreased down to
T = 60 GU after 90 % of the simulated time. Energy12minimization of the dissociated starting structure
was required before the actual run.
Explicit-solvent molecular dynamics simulations
of MCP were set up and performed with
GROMACS. The AMBER99SB-ILDN48 force field
was used. The first chain (residues 2 to 504) was
extracted from the crystal structure 6 g45.pdb. The
system was preprocessed by placing it in a box of
TIP3P water with a minimum distance of 2 nm from
the edges, charge-neutralized, energy-minimized,
and equilibrated in the canonical and isothermal-
isobaric ensemble. Simulations were run for 500 ns
at temperatures T = 300, 314, 325, and 335 K at a
pressure p = 1 bar. V-rescale temperature coupling
and a Parrinello-Rahman barostat were used.
Bondswere constrained using the LINCS algorithm.
Electrostatics were treated with the Particle Mesh
Ewald method. Verlet neighbor searching and peri-
odic boundary conditions were applied.
Hydrogen-deuterium exchange coupled to
mass spectrometry (HDX MS)
We performed hydrogen–deuterium exchange
experiments to address the secondary-structure
stability of full-length MCP with an emphasis on
regions not visible in the available crystal structure.
MCP was prepared at a final concentration of
93 lM and 5 mL aliquots were equilibrated for 1 min
at 20 C prior to starting the labeling reaction by
adding 95 mL of deuterated UB at pD 7.0 (pH meter
reading 6.6). Labeling reactions were prepared in
triplicate and aliquots of 10 mL were removed after
10 s, 45 s, 3 min, 15 min, 1 h, and 4 h. Labeling
was terminated by quenching with 80 lL of ice-cold
200 mM ammonium formic acid, pH 2.6, and 80 lL
were injected into a cooled HPLC setup, as
described previously.49
In brief, protein digestion was performed on a
pepsin column (Poroszyme; Thermo Fisher) at
10 C, and resulting peptides were washed on a
C18 guard column (Discovery Bio C18, Sigma).
Separation of peptides was achieved during a
7 min acetonitrile gradient (15–50 %) in the
presence of 0.6 % (v/v) formic acid on a reversed
phase column (XR ODS 75 mm  3 mm, 2.2 lm;
Shimadzu). Isotope distributions of individual
peptides were recorded on a maXis electrospray
ionization ultra-high-resolution time-of-flight mass
spectrometer (Bruker) and deuterium
incorporation was analyzed using the Hexicon 2
software package (for the complete analysis see
also Figure S6)50 (http://hx2.mpimf-heidelberg.
mpg.de). The experimental conditions and analysis
parameters are summarized in table S1 and cover
recommended values to be reported.51
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